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Abstract
The authors propose a general shortfall approach to evaluating risk resp. risk and
return of stock positions with options to take proper account of the typical
asymmetry of the risk-return-profile of such a position. Two shortfall-performance
measures are proposed as well. In addition an explicit analytical derivation of
expressions for shortfall-probability, shortfall-expectation and shortfall-semivariance
of the collar position (which in turn contains the pure stock position, the put hedge
position and the covered-short-call-position as special cases) is performed in case of
a normal resp. lognormal distribution of the underlying stock position.
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Les auteurs proposent une approche analytique de shortfall en vue d’evaluer le
risque et le rendement dune investissement en actions en combinaison avec une
option “long-put” et une option “short-call” (collar). Les mesures du risque utilisees
dans l’analyse tiennent particulierement compte de l’asymetrie de cet investissement
avec options. Dans le cas oh l’investissement en actions est distribue normale ou
lognormale les auteurs calculent les mesures shortfall-probabilite, shortfall-moyenne
et shortfall-semivariance
pour la strategic collar. Cette strategic inclut
l’investissement uniquement en actions, le put-hedge et le covered-short-call.
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Introduction

The evaluation of the risk resp. the risk-return-profile of stock positions
containing options has been - beginning with a seriesof papersby BOOK.WABEX/CLAKKE
(1983a,b; 1984, 1985)- the topic of a number of contributions,cf. EVNIN~UDD (1984),LEWIS(1990),FERCXISON
(1993),MARMER/NG
(1993) and LEE (1994) .
The typical asymmetricalpmfile of positions with options turns out to be the
centralproblem andan application of traditional risk measures,like variance
or standarddeviation, which aresymmetrical of nature,is very questionable.
For example in case of a 1:l put hedge the “downside volatility” is
absolutely limited. On the other hand the investor participates fmm
increasing prices of the underlying object to an unlimited extent, the
participation only being reduced by the option premium. Variance resp.
standarddeviation in this case would be measuresfor investor’s chances
ratherthanmeasuresof risk. Regardingthis asymmetrical naturethe obvious
thing to do would be to measurethe risk of positions with options by a
measureof an asymmetrical nature,too. A generalclass of such measures
has been developedby ALBREC~ (1994) containing the risk measures
shortfall-probability, shortfall-expectationas well as shortfall-semivariance
as special cases.The use of shortfall-semivarianceresp.its square-root,the
shortfall semi-standarddeviation, is being proposedby LEWIS (1990) and
MARMER/NG(1993)as an adequatemeasureof risk in caseof positions with
options, too. However, these authorsdo not carry out a complete analytical
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investigation of their approach.In the present paper in contrast to that a
general analytical approachbased on the general shortfall conception of
ALBRECHT (1994)is developed.Subsequentlythe threementionedspecihcrisk

measuresare calculatedfor the collar position, which in tum contains the
pure stock position, the put-hedge and the covered-short-callas special
cases. The calculation is based on the assumption of a normally or
lognonnally distributed price processof the underlying stock position.

2.

A general shortfall-approach

for the evaluation

of positions

with

options

We fix a time interval [0, T] and let denote {V, ; 0 I t I T) the development
of the value of the analysedposition, in the presentcasea combinedposition
in stocks and options. The objective of the present paper now is the
evaluation of the positon V, on the basis of the generalshortfall approachas
developedin ALBRECHT (1994).However,in contrastto ALBRECHT (1994)we
do not analyse shortfall returns but shortfall positions on an absolute
monetary level. Specifying a minimum final wealth positon m = m(T), we
postulate the condition
(2.1)

V,lm.

We now define the shortfall-position

offinal

wealth by
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V&n) = max(m - V,, 0) .
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(2.2)

This definition can obviously be usedfor the analysisof an arbitrary wealth
positon but in the following we only look at special combined positions of
stocks and options.
Let denote {S,; 0 I t 5 T) the price processof a single stock or a portfolio
of stocks, defining the underlying object for the options considered.Let Y
denotethe exerciseprice of a call option with maturity dateT on one unit of
the underlying object and let {C, = C,(Y) ; 0 5 t I T} denote the price
processfor that option. Let then X denotethe exerciseprice of a put option
with maturity dateT on one unit of the underlying object and let denote {P,
= P,(X); 0 I t I T] the correspondingprice process.
Now a 1:l collar position is defined by simultaneously holding the underlying object, buying a put with exerciseprice X and selling a call with
exerciseprice Y > X. Defining A(X, Y) := P,(X) - C,(Y) we thereforehave
for the final wealth position of the 1:l collar:
V, = S, +max(X -ST, 0) - max(S, -Y, 0) - A(X, Y)
(2.3)

= min[max(S,, X), Yl - A(X, Y) .
The correspondingshortfall-position of final wealth is given by
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Vh> = max{ m - min[max(S,, X), Y] + A(X, Y), 0) .

(2~~)

The evaluation of this position is the main objective of the paper.It has to
be noted, however, that the collar position containsas specialcasesthe put
hedgeposition for Y + 03,the coveredshort call position for X + -0~as well
as the pure stock position for X + -00and Y + a. In addition pure option
positions, combined option positions(straddle,strangle,etc.) as well asother
combined positions in stocks and options can be analysedon the basis of
(2.2) as well.
A generalappmach,cf. ALBRECHT(1994), for the evaluationof the position
V,-(m) requiresthe introduction of a loss functional L and the determination

of the expectedloss of the final shortfall-position:
(2.5)

On the basisof L(x) = x”, n E & we obtain a numberof important measures
for shortfall-risk. We obtain (in the casen = 0 we define max (m - V,, 0 >’
:= I, =-,m) VT) )
SRm(VT) : = E[V,7m)“]
(2.6)

= E[max(m - V,, O)“] = LPM,“(V&

.

The resulting measuresof shortfall risk are identical to the lower partial
moments of the random variable V,. This implies that results on the
calculation of partial moments, cf. e.g. WINKLERet al. (1972) canbe usedfor
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the specilic calculation of these measures.As special casesfor n = 0, 1, 2
we obtain the well known risk measuresshortfall-probability, shonfallexpectationas well as shortfall-semivariance:
SF’&)

= E[V&Z)~] = P(V, I m) ,

(2.7a)

SEm(VT) = E[max(m - V,, 0)] ,

(2.7b)

SSV,,,(V,) = E[max(m - V,, O)‘] .

(2.7~)

In the following we focus on the analytical calculation of (2.7a - c) for the
collar position (2.4) (containingthe put hedge,the coveredshort call andthe
pure stock position as special cases),i.e. we have to calculatethe following
figures:
P[min { max (S,, X), Y) - A(X, Y) I m] ,

(2.8a)

E[max { m - min[max(S,, X), Y] + A(X,Y), 0)] ,

(2.8b)

E[max ( m - min[max(S,, X), Y] + A(X,Y), O)‘] .

(2.8~)

To do this we have to make an assumptionwith respectto the distribution
of S,.. In caseof the standardassumption,that {S,; 0 I t I T} follows a
geometrical Brownian motion process with constant drift u and constant
volatility s we have, cf. HULL (1993, p. 210):
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Ins, - N(p, 0’) 1

(2.Ya)

where
P =lnSO +(u -:)7.,

o* =s*7’.

(2%)

As a consequencethe first special casefor the distribution of S, we consider
is the case(2.9) of a lognonnal distribution with parametersp and c?. As for
short time intervals T the logarithmic normal distribution can be reasonably
approximated by a normal distribution, we consider a nonnally distributed
S, as an alternativespecial case.
The present paper focusseson the evaluation of shortfall risk of positions
with options. However, when doing a portfolio selection, we have to
calculatein addition the expectedvalue of the position and to carry through
a trade off betweenshortfall risk (typically shortfall-expectationor shortfallsemivariance) and expected value. For these purposes we calculate in
addition the expectedvalue of the collar position and - for the sake of
completeness-the varianceof the collar position, too.
To be able to comparethe performanceof alternativepositions with options
an obvious thing to do would be to modify the SHARPEratio T(R) = [E(R) r&s(R) by replacing the risk measureo(R) by a correspondingmeasure
M,(R) of shortfall risk. In the presentcase,where we do the analysison an
absolutemonetary level, simple shortfall-performance

measures

would be:
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WV&
SqJV*l

lesp.

T;(v,)
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:=

wT>
pKm

(2.10)
’

II’I case of SB,(V,) = 0 resp. SSV,(V,) = 0 performance could be e.g.
comparedon the basis of E(V,) alone.
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results

The detailed position of the collar is given accordingto (2.3) by (V = V,, S
= S,, A = A(X, Y) :

v=

1
X -A

s IX

S -A

x <S<Y

Y -A

s 2Y.

Defining F to be the distribution function of S andassumingthat S possesses
a density function f, then V possessesthe following distribution:
P(V < X - A) = 0
P(V = X - A) = F(X)
b-A

P(a < v I b) =

s

f(x)dx;X-A<a<b<Y-A

a-A

P(V = Y - A) = 1 - F(Y)
P(V > Y - A) = 0 .
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For the expectedvalue consequentlywe obtain

E(v)=XF(X)+Jxfix)ax +Y( 1 - F(Y))

- A .

(3.1)

X

For the variancewe similarly obtain:
Vat(V) = Var(V + A) = E(V + A)2 - [E(v + A)]’
=X2F(X) +jx2f(x)dx

(3.2)

+Y2(1 -F(Y))

X
2

F(X) + jxf(x)dx

1

+ Y(1 - F(Y)) .

X

It is obvious that the measuresof shortfall risk (2.8a - c) are dependingon
the magnitudeof the targetvalue m comparedto X - A resp.Y - A. Thus we
have threecases:
Case 1 : m I X - A
In this casewe haveP(V 2 m) = 1 and thenefomV -(m) = 0.
The distribution of V(m) is thus given by:
P(V *(m) = 0)= 1
P(V-(m) > 0) = 0 .
Consequentlywe have SP, = SE, = SW,,, = 0 in this case.
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Case 2: X - A < 111I Y - A
In this casewe have

I

+A

m-X

ssx
X<S<m
S2m

+A
+A.

For the distribution of V-(m) we consequentlyobtain:
P(V -(m) = 0) = P(S I m + A) = 1 - F(m + A)
P(U I V-(m) I b) =

J

f(~)d~;

0 < u < b < m -X

+A

m-b*

P(V-(m)
P(V-(m)>

=m -X
m -X

+A) =F(X)
+A) =O.

TherefoIl: we obtain for the shortfall probability:
P(V 7(m) > 0) = P(S < m + A) = F(m + A> ,
and for the shortfall-expectation

(3.3)
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ECV7m)l = h - X + A)F(X) + T(m - x + A) f (x) dx
(3.4)

X

=

(m + A)F(m + A) - XF(X) - mfxf(x) dx
X

and finally for the shortfall-semivariance:

E[V -(m)"] = (m -X + A)'F(X)
(3.5)

-x + A)2f(x)dx ,
X

Case 3: nz > Y - A
In this casewe have P(V < m) = 1 and thereforeV -(m) is identical to
m

- V. For the distribution of V -(m) we consequentlyobtain:

P(V-(m)<m-Y+A)=O
P(V-(m)=m-Y+A)=

1 -F(Y)
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P(a 5 V-(m) I b) = I f(x)dx;
mndl
W 7m> =m -X

m -Y

+A <a <b <m

COLLOQUIUM

-X

+A

+A) =F(X)

P(V-(m) > m -X +A) =O .
Obviously we have for the shonfall-probability
P(V-(m)

> 0) =l.

For the shortfall-expectationE(V -(m)) we obtain:
E[V-(m)]

= m -E(V)

=m -XF(X)

-

Y
I xf(x)dx

-Y(l

-F(Y)) +A

(3.6)

X

and finally we have for the shortfall-semivariance:
E[V -(m)*] = (m - Y + A)*(1 - F(Y))
(3.7)
+ (m -x

sX

+ A)‘f(x)dx

+(m

-X

+

A)“F(X) .
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of the stock price

distribution

Let S follow a normal distribution with parametersp and o” and let denote
@ the distribution function and cpthe density function of a standardnormal
distribution. In addition we define xN := (x - u)/cr for an arbitraryx E IR. As
some of the calculations are quite tedious, we will in the following only
presentthe results(a mote detailedversion is ALBRECHT et al. (1994),which
can be obtainedupon requestby the first author).
For the expectedvalue we obtain:

E(V) =X@W,> + (3[cp(X,) - cpO’,) 1
(4.1)

+ P [@(Y,) - @(X,>l + Y I1 -~(Y,>l

-A

For the variancewe obtain:
Var(V) = X QD(X,) + (;u” + 0’) [@ (Y,) - @ (X,)]
+cJ(II +x> cp@,> -0 (p +mp(yJ

-ww,>

+(miw&!) -cpv,)l

+pwwJ

-wx,)l

+y*[l -WqJl

(4.2)

+YCl -@,qJl)*.

Using the notation M, = (m + A), = (m + A - u) / CTwe obtain for the
shortfall probability in caseof X - A < m I

Y

-A :
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(4.3)

P(V -(m) > 0) = @((M,) .

For the shortfall-expectationwe obtain:
EW 7m)l = (m + A>@CM,) -x@ (XJ

(4.4)

- p rQ>w,> - @(X,)1 + o[cpW,J - cpcql .
Finally we obtain for the shortfall-semivariancein this case:
E[V Q-z)~] = (m - X + A)% (X,)

+ Kp -m -N2 +021[@(MA,)- @(X,)1
(4.5)

+o[m +A -PI c~@f,)
-oWm +A> -p -Xl cp(X,,,)
In casem > Y - A we obtain for the shortfall-expectation:

WIm)l

=m -X@@,> -o[cp(X,) -cpVJl

(4.6)

- p [@ <Y,>- @@,)I - Y[1 - 0 O’JI + A
For the shortfall-semivariancewe finally obtain in this case:

4.2

Logarithmic

normal

distribution

Now let S, follow the lognormal distribution (2.9). We define x,, := (ln x p)/O for an arbitraryx E IR and define M,

:= (m +

A)~~ =

[In(m+a) - p]/o.
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E[V -(m)‘] = (m - Y + A>‘[ 1 - @ (YN)]
+ [@ - m - A>’ + 021[@V,> - @(X,)1
+o[2(m +A) -p -Y]cp(YN)

(4.7)

+A) -P -Xlcp&,)

-0Wm

+ (m - X + A)2@(X,) .
For the expectedvalue we obtain:

E(V)=xwx,>
+Y[l

+d

+eP~W(Y,,

-@(Y,,)]

-0)

-@(x,,v -(3)]

(4.8)

-A.

For the variancewe obtain:
Var(V> =X2(P(XJ

+Y2[1 -@(Y,,)]

+e2(pd)[a (YLN- 20) - aJ(Xm - 20)]
(4.9)
- tx@ (X,> + e p+$ [CD(Y,, - 0) - @(XL, - 011

+Y[1 -@&Jll”

.

In the caseof X - A < m I Y - A we obtain for the shortfall-probability:
P(V-(m) > 0) = @((M,) .
For the shortfall-expectationwe obtain in this case:
Finally we obtain for the shortfall-semivariancein this case:

(4.10)
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EW h>l = Cm+A) @(M,) - X0 (XL,)
(4.11)
-e

E[V -(Rz)~]= (WI - X + Al2 @ (XL,,,>

+ Cm+N2 [@(ML,) - @(X,,)l
(4.12)

- 0) - @‘XLN- o>l

- 2(m +A)e

+ e2(p+a’)[Q (MLN - 20) -@ (x,, - 20)] .
Finally in casem > Y - A we obtain for the shortfall-expectation

Eiv Tm)l =m

-X@(X,,)
1

-ePf[(D(YLN

-Y[l

(4.13)

-0) -wxw

-<o(Y,,)J +A .

For the shortfall-semivariancewe obtain in this case:

-@I
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E[V -(WI)‘] = (m - Y + A)2[ 1 - @(Y,,)]

+ Cm+ A>’[@O’,) - Q (X,,Jl
-2~

+d
+A$%(Y~~

-cs)-<f)(x,,

-o)]

(4.14)

+ e 2(pd)[<D(Y,, - 20) - @(XLN - 2o)]
+ (m -X + A)“@ (XL,) .
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